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Abstract

The negative association between items in databases is as important and interesting as the positive one.
But, it has not been studied as much. We consider negative association in a hierarchical setting, in which
we are able to generate negative association rules at different hierarchy levels. It allows to impose re-
strictions when we proceed to the next level and discover only most interesting negative association rules
among the vast number of possible negative association rules. In this paper, we propose two algorithms
for mining negative association rules by considering that items are organized in a hierarchy, and this hi-
erarchy is reflected on the association rules we produce. In this way, we can mine for both general and
specialized rules of negative association between items.

Keywords: Association Rules, Negative Association Rules, Hierarchical Association Rules, Frequent
Itemset, Patterns, Data Mining

1. Introduction

One of the most studied techniques of data mining
is association rules, which have been applied suc-
cessfully to market basket 1,2,3,4,5,6,7. Association
rules traditionally consider only positive association,
like items purchased together, or words appearing
together in a document, etc. Another interesting ap-
proach of mining association rules is to seek nega-
tive association. In other words, we could discover
which items customers tend not to buy together, or
which events would never happen together. For
instance, we could discover that customers buying
tea do not usually buy coffee. Negative associa-
tion rules discover valuable negative correlations be-

tween database items. For example, a negative as-
sociation between competitive brands of the same
product may be discovered. Such a negative associ-
ation would suggest targeted marketing policies for
the different groups of customers.

In negative association, we consider the pres-
ence and absence of items in the database records.
So, negative association rule mining will produce a
vast number of rules in comparison with positive as-
sociation. In order to reduce the number of rules
generated by the negative association rule mining,
we need to consider the hierarchical nature of the
database items 8. This way will allow differentiating
the more general negative association rules from the
interesting ones. In traversing up the hierarchy of
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items, it will be possible to impose some limitations
that enable us to discover negative association rules
with higher value of interest.

The hierarchical approach provides us with both
extensive and general knowledge. Consider Figure 1
as an example. If we were mining rules on a single
level, we would only find rules of Beef ⇒ Trout

or Beef⇒¬ Trout at the bottom level of the hier-
archy. We use ¬Expr to denote the negation of the
expression Expr; that is, ¬ Trout should read Not

Trout. Applying hierarchical mining, we, in addi-
tion, discover rules of a type Fish⇒ Meat or Juice
⇒¬ Meat at a more general level. Hence, we could
obtain more informative and general rules, which is
crucial in the case of vast negative association rules.

The aim of this paper is to explore negative asso-
ciation rules and to apply the hierarchical approach
to distinct the most informative rules. A number of
algorithms have been developed and tested. The re-
sults will also be presented.

2. Related Work

Negative association rule mining has been addressed
in a few research works 9,10,11,12,13. The negative
association rules mining methods could be divided
into two categories. In the category I, a special mea-
sure for negative association rules is created. In cat-
egory II, the data or the first generated itemsets are
analyzed to further produce only most interesting
rules with less computational costs. Table 1 presents
the categories of negative association rules mining.

The works 9,13 belong to the category I. A mea-
sure to distinguish the most valuable negative rules
is employed. The interest measure is applied to neg-
ative rules 13. The interest measure was first of-
fered for positive rules. The measure is defined
by a formula: Interest(A ⇒ B) = support(AB)−
support(A)× support(B). The negative rules are
generated from infrequent itemsets. The mining pro-
cess for negative rules starts within 1-frequent item-
sets. Although they studied negative association
rule, they did not consider a multiple-level hierar-
chical settings.

Another way to search negative association rules
is to employ statistical theories 9. Correlations be-

tween database items are calculated. If the corre-
lation is positive, a positive association rule will be
obtained. If the correlation is negative, a negative
association rule will be obtained. The stronger is the
correlation, the stronger is the generated rule. In this
approach, Chi-squared statistic is employed for min-
ing positive and negative association rules. Each dif-
ferent database transaction in the market basket de-
notes a cell in a contingency table. The chi-squared
statistics is calculated (which is in short a normal-
ized deviation from expectation) for each cell. From
the obtained value the strength of the correlation be-
tween database items is estimate 14. The work has
the following limitations. The Chi-squared test can-
not be applied to some of the database records. The
Chi-squared test should be applied only if all cells in
the contingency table have an expected value greater
than 1. The market baskets, with an expected value
smaller than 1, are simply ignored, which may cause
the result to be less trustworthy. Besides they do
not consider the multiple-level concept in their ap-
proach, which is why it is different from our re-
search.

The works of Boulicaut, Bykowski and Jeudy
(2000) and Fortes, Balczar and Morales (2001) fall
into category II. The data is analysed in the initial
step and the obtained information is employed on
the next steps of generation process.

Boulicaut, Bykowski and Jeudy (2000) extract
negative association rules from the database using
only the information about the positive attributes of
association rules. Moreover, a set of constraints,
namely anti-monotone constraints and monotone
constraints has been proposed to mine association
rules with negations. When the frequent items are
generated, the set of proposed constraints is em-
ployed at every step to distinguish the interesting as-
sociation rules with negations.

Fortes, Balczar and Morales (2001) first discover
frequent negative itemsets that contain n items and
only 1 negation of an item, for example {ABC ∼
D,AB ∼ CD}, where ∼ C,∼ D means absence of
the item C or D. Then the produced rules with n
items and 1 negation are analysed. The obtained in-
formation allows disregarding some itemsets on the
next step when producing rules with n items and 2
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Items

Stationery

Drinks

Juice Fish

Trout

Pastry

BreadApple
Juice

Pen

Writing
Instruments

Food & Drinks

Food

Coke Meat

Beef

Dairy

Milk ButterOrange
Juice

Pencil

InkPaper

Figure 1: Hierarchy of Items

Table 1: Negative association mining categories

Authors

Brin, Motwani and Silverstain (1997)

Boulicaut, Bykowski and Jeudy (2000)

Wu, Zhang, C. and Zhang, S. (2002)

Fortes, Balcazar and Morales (2001)

Savasere, Omiecinski and Navathe (1998)

Category I

Special measure

Special measure

Interest  measure

Category II

Active constraints checking

Generated rules analysis

Data analysis (domain knowledge)
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negations (A ∼ BC ∼ D). n takes on values from 1
to overall number of different items in the database.
The negative rules mining stops when the maximum
number of negations m in rules has been reached, m
provided by the user, or when all negative rules have
been generated, if m has not been provided. Addi-
tionally, they did not study the hierarchical nature of
items.

In Savasere, Omiecinski and Navathe (1998), a
combination of both a novel interest measure and
domain knowledge analysis is employed. The work
may belong to both categories. The items that be-
long to the same category are expected to have simi-
lar associations with other database items. For ex-
ample, if Coke is frequently bought with Chips,
then Pepsi is expected to be frequently bought with
Chips. In case Pepsi is rarely bought with Chips,
the negative association has been discovered. The
authors make sure they do not have to scan all possi-
ble negative itemsets and try to distinguish the inter-
esting ones. The search for negative association is
based on the strong positive association of the items
in the same category. Once a strong association rule
has been discovered, the remaining items in the cat-
egory will be verified to form the strong negative as-
sociation. This approach certainly ensures that all
generated rules will be highly interesting. However,
only a small fraction of interesting negative associ-
ation rules can be extracted in this way. Only when
two items in the same category form both positive
and negative association with the same itemset, can
the negative association rule be detected. That is the
disadvantage of the project and different approaches
should be created to target the remaining negative
association rules. The remaining rules may be as in-
teresting as or more interesting than the generated
ones. Only after evaluating both types of rules, can
conclusions be drawn about the value of the gener-
ated and remaining negative association rules.

Another paper 15 studied multiple-level approach
in association rules. They consider only positive as-
sociation on different levels.

There has been some work on negative asso-
ciation in domains with very limited number of
database attributes. A good example is a weather
prediction. The database only contains 10-15 factors

like fog, rain, sunshine, etc, on a particular day. In
this kind of application, we can easily add the neg-
ative values to the database and treat them as addi-
tional database attributes. Our work is different as
the database of market basket is vast (e.g. possibly
thousands of different items) so requires a distinc-
tive approach. Our approach can be applied to dif-
ferent domains where the number of items/attributes
is not limited to a few dozens, such as sensor net-
works 16,17, and disease exploratory 18.

We may say that our approach is different from
what has been done before. We consider both
positive and negative association rules employing
multiple-level hierarchical concept. The hierarchi-
cal approach is especially important for mining neg-
ative association rules. Negative association rules
are vast and numerous comparatively to positive
ones. The hierarchical approach allows reduce the
number of negative frequent itemsets and distinct
more valuable ones.

3. Proposed Algorithms

In this section, we propose two algorithms for min-
ing hierarchical negative association rules. The first
algorithm is called the ”Basic Algorithm”, and the
second is the ”Hierarchy Top-Down Algorithm”.
Before the two algorithms are described, we need
to explain the following definitions.

3.1. Definitions

In order to understand negative association rules and
its hierarchical setting, we need to formalize the fol-
lowing definitions.

Definition 1: Negative Association Rule A⇒ B
is a kind of association rules that considers both
presence and absence of items in the database
record.

Itemsets A and B may contain both items
and their negations. For example, we have fre-
quent 1-itemsets a and b. For negative associa-
tion we consider a,b, ¬a, ¬b and itemsets (a,b),
(a,¬b),(¬a,b),(¬a,¬b). The data mining includes
both positive and negative association rules search.

Definition 2: An itemset I is f requent at level l,
if the support of I is no less then the corresponding
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minimum support value minsup[l]. The confidence
of rule A⇒ B is high at level l, if its confidence is
no less than its corresponding minimum confidence
level mincon f [l].

Different values of minimum support and confi-
dence at different levels of hierarchy are easy to ex-
plain. If the rule {Meat⇒¬Dairy Products} holds
at support level 40% then for the rule {Meat ⇒
¬Milk}, the minimum support value should be de-
creased to, for instance, 20%, as Dairy Products

is the ancestor of Milk and its support is accumu-
lated from all its descendants.

Definition 3: An ancestor of an item is a node in
the database hierarchy tree, which is located higher
than the item in the hierarchy and there is a route
connecting the item and the ancestor. An item may
have many ancestors.

Definition 4: Rule A⇒ B is strong if each an-
cestor of every item in A and B is frequent at its cor-
responding level, and the itemset AB is large at the
current level and the confidence of A⇒ B is high at
the current level.

Definition 5: Given the items hierarchy tree a
category may be formed by any of its sub-trees.

Examples of a category may be Food, Stationary,
and Footwear.

There are a vast number of negative associa-
tion rules in comparison with positive association.
Some criteria have been applied to narrow down the
search space of negative rules. We seek for neg-
ative association only within frequent items (item-
sets). In this way meaningless rules will be pruned
away. Let us assign the minimum support value to
10% and say an item (e.g. Nails) has only 1%
support in the database. We obtain rules of a type
Milk⇒¬Nails,Hammer⇒¬Nails. The main rea-
son the rules have a high support is that the item
Nails is rare. The generated rules may create an illu-
sion the foregoing items are never brought together.

The rules will be searched for within a cate-
gory, for instance, within Food, or Stationary, or
Clothes etc. Rules of a type Milk ⇒ ¬Nails may
be hard to comprehend and are not of a great value
for a marketing policy. At the same time, rules of
a type {Fish⇒ ¬Meat} could advise that some of
the customers are vegetarians, or rules of a type

{GreenTea ⇒ ¬Co f f ee} could advise about the
preference for green tea and no coffee. The two
above-mentioned rules found together in a group of
customers may suggest the group of customers tend
to incline to health food. More health food products
targeting the group may be offered in a marketing
campaign.

In Table 2, we present an example of support
values of itemsets {Meat,Fish}, {Meat,¬Fish},
{Fish,¬Meat},RR{¬Fish,¬Meat}, where the
number of database records equals 10, minimum
support is 4 (records) and minimum confidence is
50%. The rule {Fish⇒¬Meat} has support 5 and
confidence 5/7 = 71%.

3.2. The Basic Algorithm

In order to describe our Basic algorithm, consider a
sample database hierarchy (taxonomy) presented in
Figure 1 earlier. Normally, the database contains the
data about the purchases of the specific items, rep-
resented by the bottom level of the hierarchy (Pen,

Pencil, AppleJuice, OrangeJuice, Trout,

Beef, Bread, Milk, Butter). Table 2 presents
an extract of five transactions from a database with
a total of nine items.

The hierarchies (taxonomies) are stored in a sep-
arate file. Database transactions change dynamically
as new purchases are made by customers. The hier-
archy, once defined by a domain expert, stays con-
stant and stored in a read-only file. The hierarchy
file is accessed when it is necessary to trace an item’s
hierarchical relations. One way of storing the hierar-
chical information is by creating a table where each
row contains both an item and all its ancestors (refer
to Table 3).

Our goal is to discover association rules not only
between the specific items, but also those associa-
tion rules (both positive and negative) on the higher
taxonomy levels. A straightforward approach for
calculating the support for items at all levels is de-
scribed as follows. While scanning the database to
update the support of a specific item (the bottom hi-
erarchy level item), we would have to traverse the
hierarchy tree every time this item has occurred in
the database transaction to update the counters of the
item’s ancestors.
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Table 2: An Example of Negative Association (Meat, Fish)
Meat Ø Meat S()

Fish 2 5 7

ØFish 2 1 3

S() 4 6 10

Table 3: A sample database
Transaction ID Items

1 AppleJuice, Pen

2 OrangeJuice, Beef, Pencil, Pen

3 Beef, Bread, Trout, AppleJuice

4 Milk, Butter, Pen, Pencil

5 Butter, Trout, Beef, OrangeJuice, AppleJuice

For instance, while scanning the database in Ta-
ble 2, the item AppleJuice has been detected in
the first transaction (transaction #1). The counter
of the AppleJuice has been automatically updated.
Now, to update the counters of the AppleJuice’s
ancestors, the hierarchy tree in the Figure 1 has to
be traversed to the very top level. Figure 2 shows all
ancestors of the item AppleJuice (in bold).

Extracting the ancestors of the item AppleJuice

from the taxonomy file (refer to Table 3), we
obtain the following ancestors: Juice, Drinks,

Food&Drinks, Items. The purchase of the spe-
cific item AppleJuice means that the counters of
all those general items are to be increased. The
item AppleJuice belongs to the category Juice,
category Drinks, category Food&Drinks, and cat-
egory Items. All these categories have to be up-
dated in order to reflect the recent change of the
AppleJuice’s counter.

Instead of identifying all ancestors of an encoun-
tered database item during database scan from ad-
ditional data sources (refer to Table 2), there is a
more efficient way of traversing the items’ hierar-
chical relationships. The hierarchical information
can be embedded directly into the database. Then
no additional data source is required. In order to do
so, ancestors of each transaction item can be inserted
into the same transaction. While reading the trans-
action, the counters of the item and all its ancestors

will be automatically updated.
The technique would improve the efficiency of

the mining algorithm. A database scan is required
before the mining process in order to alter each
database transaction with the items’ ancestors. The
additional database scan in the pre-processing stage
allows for the discovery rules at different hierarchy
levels with no information being required from ad-
ditional data sources.

In Table 4 an example of a database record is pre-
sented. In order to mine for rules at different levels
of the hierarchy, the database record will be modi-
fied, which is presented in Table 5.

The Basic algorithm generates all negative asso-
ciation rules at different levels simultaneously. In
order to do this, the original database will be al-
tered. All hierarchy ancestors of the transaction
items will be added to the same transaction. One
of the approaches to calculate hierarchical multiple-
level rules is to add to the record all ancestors of all
items, so that we calculate support of items on dif-
ferent levels at the same time. The Basic Algorithm
is presented in Figure 3.

3.3. The Hierarchy Top-Down Mining Algorithm

Another approach for mining negative association
rules is to start from the top of the hierarchy and
deepen the search only if the parents have the nec-
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Table 4: Hierarchy representation in a table
Item Item’s ancestors

AppleJuice Juice, Drinks, Food&Drinks, Items

Pen WritingInstruments, Stationery, Items

Items

Stationery

Drinks

Juice Fish

Trout

Pastry

BreadApple
Juice

Pen

Writing
Instruments

Food & Drinks

Food

Coke Meat

Beef

Dairy

Milk ButterOrange
Juice

Pencil

InkPaper

Figure 2: AppleJuice’s ancestors

Table 5: A database transaction
Transaction ID Items

1 AppleJuice, Pen

Table 6: The modified database transaction
Transaction ID Items

1 AppleJuice, Juice, Drinks, Food&Drinks, Items, Pen,

WritingInstruments, Stationery, Items
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Algorithm: Hierarchical NegativeAssociation Rule Mining

k:=1; // k is the pass number
For all transactions t in D
{

Add all ancestors of all items in t to t, and remove any duplicates
Count 1-itemsets occurrence

}

N1:= {frequent 1-itemsets their negations};
k:=2; // k is the pass number

while (Nk-1 0)
{

Ck' := New candidates of size k generated from Nk-1
For all transactions t in D
{

Increment the count of candidates in Ck'
if (the positive items of the candidate are contained in t

and negative items are not contained in  t)
}
Nk:=All candidates in Ck' with min support
k:=k+1;

}

Basic

È

¹

Figure 3: The Proposed Basic Algorithm

essary minimum support. That is, for example, only
if the rule {Meat ⇒¬DairyProducts} is strong we
will check if the rules {Bee f ⇒ ¬Milk},{Lamb⇒
¬Yogurt} are strong. This will narrow down our
search significantly as we do not have to check all
rules to be strong. Note that the procedure of count-
ing the support of the itemsets changes compara-
tively to the classical Apriori algorithm. Normally
we seek the presence of items when we count the
support of an itemset. When we mine for negative
association, we are also interested in the absence.
In other words when we count support of an itemset
AB we look for the items A and B to be present in the
transaction. In the case of negative association when
we measure the support of (A¬B) we require A to be
present in the current transaction and B to be absent
in order to increase the itemset’s (A¬B) support.

We adopt the algorithm proposed by Han and Fu
(1995 15) for mining positive hierarchical multiple-
level rules. We modify it for mining negative hier-
archical multiple-level rules. The negations of items

have been taken into consideration and the support-
counting procedures have been modified. We also
apply restrictions to make the generated rules more
informative and user-appreciated.

The rules are searched for within a category.
For instance, the data mining process is performed
in the category Food&Drinks. We encode each
item in the database with 3 digits as we con-
sider 3 levels of hierarchy. For instance 111
would mean Food-Meat-Beef, 112 would mean
Food-Beef-Lamb. In Table 6, a small encoded
database with 9 transactions is presented.

Our frequent 1-itemsets contain both items and
their negations. The minimum support is different
on different levels of hierarchy. Figure 3.3 presents
an example of Hierarchy Top-Down Algorithm exe-
cution.

We start mining from the top level. In the en-
coded table the first digit relies to the top level. It
means that items that have their first digit 1 are in
Food category, digit 2 are in Drinks category. First
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Table 7: Encoded Transaction Table
TID Items

T1

T1
T3
T4

T5
T6

T7
T8

T9

{111, 121, 211, 221}

{111, 211, 222, 323}
{112, 122, 411}
{111, 121}

{111, 122, 413}
{111, 323, 524}

{211, 323, 411, 524, 713}
{211}

{111}

we scan the database and count the number of items
that start with the same digit, for instance 1. These
items will be large 1-itemsets on the level 1 (top
level). The minimum support at the first level is 4.
After scanning the database we obtain items {1∗∗}
and {2∗∗} with their support 7 and 4.

We filter out the rest of the items and get fil-
tered table T [2]. We add negations of the frequent
1-itemsets if they have enough support and obtain
N[1,1]. We use N1[1,1] to obtain 2-candidates at
level 1. In our example we have two 2-candidate.
After we check the candidates’ support, we discover
large 2-itemset at level 1, which is {1 ∗ ∗,¬2 ∗ ∗}.
When we scan the database to update the count of a
positive item we seek the presence of the item in the
database. When we update counts of items’ nega-
tions we seek absence of the items in the database.

Now we can proceed mining on the next level
2. Only the items having enough support on the
level 1 may be considered on the level 2. We take
large 1-itemsets at level 1, which are {1∗∗}, {2∗∗},
{¬2 ∗ ∗} and consider their second digit, which de-
scribes the next level of the hierarchy. The mini-
mum support on the level 2 is 3 so after scanning the
database we obtain the large 1-itemsets on the level
2: {11∗}, {12∗}, {21∗}, {¬22∗}, {¬22∗}. We use
them to discover large 2-itemsets at the level 2. Af-
ter we have discovered large 2-itemsets we use them
for discovering large 3-itemsets at the level 2. After
we have discovered large 3-itemsets we use them for
discovering large 4-itemsets at the level 2. There is
only one large 4-itemset at the level 2 so it is the end
of mining at level 2.

The input of the level 3 is output of the level 2.
We take the large 1-itemsets at the level 2 and con-
sider their third digit to discover the large 1-itemsets
at the level 3. We derive large 2-itemsets from large
1-itemsets. There is only one 2-itemset so this is the
end of the mining at the level 3.

We have considered all three desirable levels and
the output of the algorithm is the large itemsets at
different levels of the hierarchy. The algorithm is
presented at Figure 3.3.

Note: N[L,1] contains 1-itemsets of level L and
their negations. The procedures of generating candi-
dates and counting their support in the filtered trans-
action table have been modified to take into consid-
eration the absence of items. NN[L] is the union of
frequent itemsets of level L for all k.

4. Performance Evaluation

Two proposed algorithms, Basic and Hierarchy Top-
Down algorithms, were implemented and tested.
The test database was downloaded from a web site
of Department of Computer Science, University of
Regina, Canada (http://www.cs.uregina.ca). The
data is a synthetic data created using random num-
bers conception. The file contains 10,000 records, 8
items, and 3 levels of hierarchy. The data file con-
tains transactions database in an m×n matrix. Each
transaction appears in a row. Columns are separated
by a space and represent items. A 1 indicates that
item is present in the transaction and a 0 indicates
it is not. In the testing, we focus on a subcategory
of products (e.g. food and drink category), and we
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Level-1 minsup=4
N[1,1]

Itemset Support

{1**}
{2**}

¬ {2**}

7
4

5

Level-1 large 2-itemsets:
N[1,2]

Itemset S

{1**, ¬ 2**} 5

Filtered transaction table T[2]

TID Items

T1
T1

T3
T4

T5
T6

T7
T8

T9

{111, 121, 211, 221}
{111, 211, 221}

{112, 122}
{111, 121}

{111, 122}
{111}

{211}
{211}

{111}

Level-2 minsup=3

Level-2 large 1-itemsets:
N[2,1]

Itemset Support

{11*}

{12*}

{21*}
¬ {21*}

¬ {22*}

7

4

4
5

7

Level-2 large 2-itemsets:
N[2,2]

Itemset S

{11*, 12*}

{11*, ¬ 21*}
{11*, ¬ 22*}

{12*, ¬ 21*}
{12*, ¬ 22*}

{¬ 21*, ¬ 22*}

4

5
5

3
3

5

Level-2 large 3-itemsets:
N[2,3]

Itemset S

{11*, 12*, ¬ 21*}
{11*, 12*, ¬ 22*}
{11*, ¬ 21*, ¬ 22*}

{12*, ¬ 21*, ¬ 22*}

3
3
5

3

Level-2 large 4-itemsets:

N[2,3]

Itemset S

{11*, 12*, ¬ 21*, ¬ 22*} 3

Level-3 minsup=3

N[3,1]

Itemset S

{111}

{211}
¬ {211}

¬ {221}

4

4
4

7

large 2-itemsets:

N[3,2]:

Itemset S

{111, ¬ 211}

{111, ¬ 221}
{ ¬ 211, ¬ 221}

5

5
5

large 3-itemsets:

N[3,2]:

Itemset S

{111, ¬ 211, ¬ 221 5

Figure 4: Support of itemsets on different levels of hierarchy
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Algorithm: NegativeAssociation Rule MiningHierarchy Top-Down
Input:

Output:
Procedure

positive are negative are not

Encoded transaction table (e.g. for category Food&Drinks),
Minsup[L] for each level L.

Multiple-level positive and negative frequent itemsets
:

For(L:=1;N[L,1] 0 and L<max_level;L++)
{

If (L=1)
{

N[L,1]:= large_1_itemsets
And_Negations(T[1],L);

T[2]:= filter_table (T[1], N[1,1]);
}
else

N[L,1]:= large_1_itemsets(T[2],L);

for (k:=2; N[L,k-1] 0;k++)
{

Ck:=get_candidate_set(N[L,k-1]);
For all transactions t in T[2] do
{

Ct:= get_subsets(Ck,t);
For each candidate c do

if ( items of c in t & items of c in t)
c.support++;

}
N[L,k]:= {c in Ck|c.support>=minsup[L]}

}
NN[L]:=Uk N[L,k];
//frequent itemsets of level L(for all k)

}

¹

¹

Figure 5: Hierarchy Top-Down algorithm
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consider three levels of hierarchy (see Figure 1). The
minimum support value was varied. It is in the range
of [1%,50%].

4.1. Performance Evaluation of the Basic
Algorithm

The Basic algorithm has four phases:

1. Create candidates,

2. Create candidate hash tree,

3. Read transactions from the database and up-
date the counter of candidate itemsets in the
hash tree, and

4. Create large itemsets.

Figure 6(a) shows the proportion of time that
each phase of the Basic algorithm takes to the overall
execution time. It is clear that scanning of database
takes slightly more than 90% of the execution time.
It is a common fact for any database applications.
The database scanning is commonly the most expen-
sive operation.

In Figure 6(b), we explore in details what hap-
pens during the phases of mining hierarchical nega-
tive association rules in order to investigate the rea-
sons of the time consumption. The execution time
of 1st ,2nd and 4th phases is significantly less than of
3rd phase. So phases 1, 2 and 4 have been joined,
we call it phase A, whereas phase B corresponds to
phase 3. Figure 6(b) presents how phases A and
B of the Basic algorithm behave with different k,
where k is the current length of the itemsets (i.e. 1-
itemset, 2-itemset, 3-itemset). In the example, the
bar chart minimum support value equals to 30% and
the largest k equals 5. The same kind of bar chart
was observed for different support values and ac-
cordingly different values of k. Execution time in
phase A is very stable. Execution time in phase B
is the longest when the length k of the itemsets is
medium relatively to the longest generated length
of the itemset. As the frequent itemsets generation
starts from 1-itemsets (itemset containing 1 item) to
2-itemsets, 3-itemsets, we generally observe a grad-
ual increase in the number of itemsets. When the

length k is medium the number of k-itemsets reaches
its maximum and then gradually decreases. As op-
posed to the classical Apriori algorithm where the
growth of the number of itemsets can be considered
relatively slow, in the negative association rules the
growth of the number of itemsets is extremely fast.

Figure 6(c) shows a graph of dependency be-
tween the minimum support value and number of
generated frequent itemsets. The graph shows that
when the value of minimum support (in %) in-
creases, the number of frequent itemsets satisfying
this minimum support decreases. On the contrary,
when the value of minimum support decreases the
number of frequent itemsets gradually decreases and
there is a significant jump of frequent itemsets num-
ber when minimum support is low. The behaviour of
the graph is easy to illustrate with an example. When
the minimum support value equals, say 50%, only a
few itemsets will occur in the half of the database
records. So the number of frequent itemsets is very
small. When the minimum support is 20%, we see
there are quite a few itemsets that occur in one fifth
of the database. When the minimum support value
is in its lowest range, it is obvious from the graph
that there occurs more and more itemsets satisfying
the low requirements.

4.2. Performance Evaluation of the Hierarchy
Top-Down Algorithm

In the experimentations, we explored the
Food&Drink category data and three levels of hier-
archy (refer to Figure 7). The top level is marked as
I, second as II and third as III. From Figure 7(a), we
can see how the number of frequent itemsets at dif-
ferent levels changes with the increase of minimum
support. The support value is different for different
levels of hierarchy. It is greater at the top level and is
decreased at the lower levels. The top level of hier-
archy represents general items like Food, Drinks.
The lower levels represent specific items like Beef,
Milk. For example, the general category Meat con-
sists of Beef and Pork at the lower level. If the
minimum support at the level of Meat is 10% and
Meat has a support of 10%, then when we proceed
to the lower level of Beef and Pork, we must de-
crease the minimum support value as none of Beef
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or Pork may have 10% support (unless one of them
has 0% which is rare in the real databases). As we
proceed from Level I to Level II, from Level II to
Level III, we decrease the minimum support value.
Figure 7(a) shows the three numbers that represent
the values of minimum support at three levels.

When we analyse Figure 7(a) carefully, we can
see that the bars representing Levels I and II are
quite stable. We also observe that the bars of level
III, which is the lowest level, changes significantly
comparatively to the two top levels. The first value
of support on Level III equals 1, which is quite low,
and it explains the jump of the graph of the Level III.
At 1% of minimum support, a significant number of
frequent itemsets in the database satisfy the require-
ment. The graph in Figure 7(b) represents the dis-
tribution of itemsets of all levels according to their
size (1-itemset, 2-itemset, 3-itemset). The majority
of itemsets in this example are 8-itemsets because
of the lowest value of minimum support for Level
III. When the minsup equaled to 1% at Level III, the
majority of the long frequent itemsets were gener-
ated. So the jump of itemsets number for k = 8 is
explained by the relaxation of the minsup value to
1% at Level III.

4.3. Execution Times of Basic and Hierarchy
Top-Down Algorithms

In this section, we compare the execution times of
the Basic and Hierarchy Top-Down algorithms. Fig-
ure 8 presents a graph describing the behavior of the
algorithms with the increasing of minsup value. For
the Hierarchy Top-down algorithm, we take the av-
erage value of minsup for the three levels.

Figure 8 shows that execution time of Hierarchy
Top-Down algorithm is significantly shorter than of
the Basic algorithm. We start mining for the rules
from the top of the hierarchy so we are able to prune
invaluable itemsets already on the top level. Only
the itemsets that have enough support at the top level
are considered at the next lower levels. Besides,
in the Basic algorithm, we were adding the ances-
tors of each item to the same transaction, which en-
larged the length of the data base records and made
the frequent itemsets generation slower. In the Hi-
erarchy Top-Down algorithm, we encode the infor-

mation about the item’s parents in the item itself.
Therefore we do not need additional items in the
database for hierarchy tracing.

In the Table 8, we show the percentage of how
much faster the Hierarchy Top-Down algorithm is in
comparison with the Basic algorithm for each value
of minimum support. We discover that in higher
values of minimum support, the difference is less,
as the computational requirements are moderate. In
the lowest values of minimum support the jump be-
tween execution times of the algorithms is huge,
as the number of generated itemsets and combina-
tions is significant and the advantage of the Hier-
archy Top-Down algorithm is doubtless. We may
conclude that the Hierarchy Top-Down algorithm is
much more efficient for mining negative multiple-
level association rules in the databases. The algo-
rithm adopts a better technique for database mining,
generates quality result in more sufficient time, and
requires less resources.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a new approach in the mining
of association rules, particularly mining hierarchical
multiple-level negative association rules. Hierarchy
and negative mining is an important combination of
mining techniques as it allows us to prune vast neg-
ative rules. Besides, general rules may be preferable
especially in negative association mining. For in-
stance, if we generate a rule {Bee f ⇒¬Juice}, we
may not be interested in what kind of juice (because
”¬Juice” is negation of any kind of juice). As oppo-
site, in the positive association rule {Bee f ⇒ Juice},
it is required to discover a specific kind of juice. The
hierarchical approach allows us to generate rules
more general, which is crucial for negative associ-
ation. We are able to cease any further explorations,
as we know no additional knowledge may be ex-
tracted on the next levels. We have proposed and
implemented two algorithms to mine for hierarchi-
cal multiple-level negative association rules, which
are called the ”Basic” and ”Hierarchy Top-Down”.
After we analysed the results, we may conclude that
the Hierarchy Top-Down algorithm is more efficient
and fast.
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Execution time of Basic and Top-down Algorithms
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Figure 8: Basic and Top-Down Algorithms

Table 8: Basic vs Top-Down Algorithm

Minsup (%) Top-Down vs. Basic

50 38%

45 47%

40 58%

35 69%

30 73%

25 79%

20 79%

15 80%

10 81%
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Hierarchical negative association rules may be
extended to cover other types of rules and patterns,
including sporadic and exception rules 19,20. New
metrics, which have been used successfully in asso-
ciation rules and other pattern mining, such as com-
posite datasets 21, item weight 22, weak ratio 23, bi-
nary data coefficient 24, similarity metrics 25, ontol-
ogy 26, and continuous attribute discretization 27 can
be applied to hierarchical negative association rules.

Our proposed research may also be applied to
various domain applications, such as mobile sys-
tems 28,29,30,31,32,33,34, RFID 35,36, real-time sys-
tems 37, business process 38, web systems 39,40,41,
and fuzzy data 42.
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